
How to Lead a Conversation 
with Another Person

Goal 
Begin by asking the other person, “What — specifically — would you 
like to to get out of this conversation?” 

• What’s on your mind? 
• What’s the most important thing you’d like to focus on? 
• How can I be helpful to you in this situation? 
• What would you like to take away from this conversation? 

Reality 
Be curious about what’s truly happening in the person’s present 
life. Ask as many questions as needed to help them create the most 
complete picture they can. 

• What are you already doing in this area that’s working well for you  
   (if anything)? 
• What things have you tried that are not working well? 
• What challenges should you expect to face if you want to grow in this area? 
• Are you working through a problem? If so, what is its root cause? 

Options  
You’re still being curious with your questions in this phase, but you’re 
shifting gears a little. Now you want to really explore the future. 

• What do you think you should do?
• What would you like to see happen?
• What are a few options or ideas that would help you grow in this area?
• What tools, resources, or training might be helpful to you?

Way Forward 

Exploring the options will help them land on some concrete actions, things  
they could realistically do that will ultimately lead to positive change in their life. 

• What’s the one next step you know you need to take? 
• What’s the one way you can apply what we’ve learned or discussed this week? 
• When will you do it? 
• How will you know you’ve followed through? 
• Who is someone you know who can hold you accountable?

GROW  

Is an acronym for the 

four elements you can 

use in growth-oriented 

conversations as a parent, 

leader, or mentor. 

Think of GROW like a 

guide or a roadmap. 

It’s a tool to help you 

gently direct another 

person towards greater 

self-awareness, better 

decisions, and tangible, 

realistic next steps. 
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